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JOIA PRECIOSA

INTERIOR ARCHITECT & BUILDING DESIGNER

W

elcome to the first edition of the #TAA Talented Architects From Africa
Magazine.
This Magazine gives voice to known and unknown talents in the field of
architecture and art.
The objective of this magazine is to allow talents to share their story, to share
their passion and to allow readers to discover them.
Some readers will recognize themselves in them and others will find a major
motivation by reading these few lines.
We hope you enjoy this first edition of our magazine and that it will give you the
opportunity to discover talented people who deserve to be known.
THANK YOU
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JOIA PRECIOSA

INTERIOR ARCHITECT & BUILDING DESIGNER
ARCHITEKINTERNATIONAL.JP@GMAIL.COM
FACEBOOK : #TAA GROUP
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#TAA SPOTLIGHT

TALENTS

Architect

Interior Decoration

interior architect

Abednego Abbey,
Architect from Ghana

linda Azogni CEO and
founder of the agency
Interior Concept Linda
Deco

EWOUKEM NDE YdrissJunior, Interior architect
student from Cameroon
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EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW
WITH

LINDA
AZOGNI
CONCEPT
LINDA DECO
INTERVIEW BY
JOIA PRECIOSA

Photography: Linda Azogni

J.P: When did you realize you wanted to
work in interior design?

L.A : In fact, I have always been passionate about
decoration and interior architecture but in
Cameroon we don't have really have examples of
success in this field.
My parents encouraged me to study mathematics
L.A : My name is Linda Azogni, I am CEO and
to have later a stable and comfortable job
founder of the architecture firm Interior Concept
situation.
Linda Deco based in France, Cameroon and Ivory I put my passion aside until i started asking myself
Coast.
questions about the meaning I wanted to give to
my life.
Basically, I am a Statistician Engineer and
Economist by training,
After careful consideration with my husband and
I was a manager at AXA France for more than 5
before starting I decided to return
years, until the day I decided to resign to launch
on the benches to train myself and really
100% into my great decorating adventure as I like understand this field in order to support
to say.
effectively and constructively my clients

J.P: Can you Introduce yourself in a few
lines for those who do not know you yet
please ?
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"I BREAK THE
RECEIVED IDEAS
ACCORDING TO
WHICH
"DECORATION IS
FOR THE RICH" "THE
DECORATING IS
SEWING CURTAINS
AND CUSHIONS…”
Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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J.P: How did you start and what was the biggest obstacle you had
overcome?

"AFRICA IS
FOR ME ONE
OF MY
BIGGEST
CHALLENGES"

L.A : After my training, the first thing I did was to create my company to be a professional right
away, then I created Concept Linda Deco’s social networks and I launched hands-on training
in Cameroon and Ivoiry Cost to give the possibility for decoration enthusiasts like me to really
understand the profession and to get started too.
I like the fact that this job allows me to work on projects all over the world and sometimes
without having to move.
I work on projects in Europe and in Africa.
But Africa is for me one of my biggest challenges because I came up against the fact that the
field of interior decoration and architecture is poorly known or very little known
and also the fact that we think that in Africa people are not interested in it really….
To make my small contribution to changing mentalities on this field, so I decided to make
videos that I post on my YouTube channel.
My Facebook page and my Instagram account: @conceptlindadeco.
In which :
- I break the received ideas according to which "decoration is for the rich", "the
decorating is sewing curtains and cushions…"
- I provide decorative advice
- I transform everyday objects into decorative objects
I was not wrong to embark on this adventure because today, after less than 2 years of creation,
i have + 145K peoples who follow me on Concept Linda Deco’s social networks .

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice

I say thank you to them because it is thanks to them that I continue to grow.
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J.P: For you, what are the current trends in decoration?

"I DO NOT
NECESSARILY
FOLLOW THE
TRENDS OF
THE
MOMENT."

L.A : In my client projects, I do not necessarily follow the trends of the moment.
I accompany my clients on what they really like and above all I create a universe
adapted to their lifestyle but also to their needs, expectations and constraints.
Here is my small selection of current trends:
- Brass I really like it personally. Brass wakes up a deco and rocks it all
gently in art deco.
- The color of the year 2022 according to Pantone is Very Peri (purple) but personally
my color of the moment is terracotta which brings warmth and softness in an interior.
- Rounded shapes on furniture, doors, walls... bring softness
in transitions and facilitates eye movement.
- I also wanted to underline the rise of the do-it-yourself (DIY) that I adopt completely
because in addition to personalizing your decor by making your own decorative
objects,
The " do yourself " also makes it possible to do good to its wallet ☺ !

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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J.P: Who do you follow and admire for
their work as a designer or decorator
interior and why?
L.A : I really like the work and personality of
Emmanuelle Rivassoux and also the delicacy of
Sophie ferjani whom I had the pleasure of
meeting recently.

J.P: Any advice you would like to give to
#TAA readers?
L.A : Everyone's interior should be their haven of
peace, so don't necessarily give in to the
temptation to follow current trends if you don't like
them because you will quickly get bored.
Opt instead for a universe that looks like you
and that is in harmony with your lifestyle, your
needs, your expectations and your constraints.
Go! Go! Go ! let your creativity explode at home!

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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ABEDNEGO ABBEY
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"I LOVE FLUIDITY OF
ARCHITECTURE;
FLOWING FROM
DIFFERENT ELEMENTS,
NO MATTER THEIR
FORMS... "

I am the architect Abednego
Abbey, trained in Ghana from
The Kwame Nkrumah
University of Science and
Technology, Kumasi.
I am very passionate about
creativity and the freedom to
explore new and innovative
ideas.
I am also very much interested
in making immense changes to
the built environment through
any project I undertake.
I am one of the young
architects under the age of
forty (40) who believe in
incorporating the lifestyles of
the users of the space to
maximize functionality,
comfort and budgets.

ARCHITECT
FROM :GHANA
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PROJET:
THE MOTION CUBES –
AN 18 STOREY
RESIDENTIAL FACILITY, 60
UNITS OF 2 BEDROOMS
LUXURY APARTMENT WITH
A PENTHOUSE, ATRIUM
OVER STAIRWELL, 4
ELEVATORS, SUPPORTING
FACILITIES AND
ADDITIONAL BASEMENT
PARKING. 500M SQUARE
FLOOR SPACE.

I have been very curious at a very young age, since my dad had
an engineering background but with pure art.
I always love sketching, making models even at a tender age.
Surprisingly, at the age of 6, I remember asking my class teacher,
what an architect does when he showed the class pictures of
professions on the board.
There and then I knew this was going to be my profession when
I grew up.
I realized it was in line with my creativity of arts and exploration
of new ideas.
After my basic education, I was admitted in the Presbyterian
Boys’ Secondary School Legon in 2000 to study visual arts.
I majored in Sculpture, Graphic Designing and Economics aside
from General Knowledge in Arts.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice

These subjects would go on to lay down the foundation for my
study of Architecture.
By the year 2004, I was enrolled in the Kwame Nkrumah
University of Science and Technology undertaking Architecture.
I remember somewhere in my second year, deciding to quit due
to the personal attacks by Lecturers and the lack of a social life.
By the year 2010, I had completed both the undergraduate and
post graduate courses in Architecture.
I have never regretted my decision ever since.
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PROJET:
THE SPECTACLE –

BEDROOM PRIVATE
RESIDENCE. ITS HAS
FEATURES OF A CINEMA,
ATRIUM OVER STAIRS,
INISIDE OUT TERRACES,
POWDER ROOMS,
SWIMMING POOL AND
POOL BAR. HAS ABOUT
205M SQUARE PER FLOOR
SPACE

Sustainable Architecture is my hallmark and through practice, I
have come to realize that Green Architecture solves most, if not
all of the Climate Change issues where are currently facing.
By incorporating indigenous lifestyles in Design, Choice of
Materials and Efficient use of innovation and Technolgy, we
harness the power of Eco-Friendly Architecture.
I love fluidity of Architecture; flowing from different elements, no
matter their forms, Hence my choice of Santiago Calatrava and
currently Zaha Hadid.
I look up to architects who design without limitations from
Engineering, hence the freedom to express the design to the
fullest and make sure the structures create a mystery to the user.
For you out there, architecture is so much in our daily lives,
and we must tap into it by making the relevant strides in the
built environment.
We can ultimately do that by engaging professionals in every
decision we make concerning the environment because
architects plan with the broader picture in mind.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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"I WAS MORE
INTERESTED

STUDENT OF MONTH !

ABOUT EXTERIOR
DESIGN AND
ARCHITECTURAL
SHAPE".
EWOUKEM NDE Ydriss-Junior was born
the January 3, 2000 in SANTCHOU in
Cameroon, made his primary and
secondary studies in the same city and
obtained his baccalaureate in 2017 .
After these various failures in the entrance
examinations to the more important School
of the country, he enrolled in the faculty of
sciences of the University of Dschang
physical option.
Where he made two years before pass the
entrance examination to the National
School of Public, Works option
Building Engineering and Architecture in
2019 .
After 2 years of trying, he finally passed the
entrance examination and had access to
the most prestigious school in the country
in November 2019.
In 2020 , He made Enyj studio with which
he did several projects including :
The Trad house, ENYJ Camping House,

Enyj Floating house, ENYJ
Africa Bedroom, Enyj garden and many
more.

In its ambition to want to work with more
of people, he creates with these friends
from the National School of Works

Public , the New vision Architecture Group in
October 2021 with whom they are working
on the promotion of local materials and
local construction techniques.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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J.P: When did you realize you wanted to
work in the interior architecture?

E.Y : Honestly, when I entered in this
school, I was more interested about exterior
design and architectural shape.
it was at the end of 2020 during an
ArchiTalk organised by Chorus
Architecture that I started to have a new
perception of design but not yet
interior design, then one day I came across
a documentary by Piers Taylor and
Caroline Quentin titled The World's Most
Extraordinary Homes that I started thinking
about that and said :why not ,Interior
Designer ...

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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One day while browsing the different
interior design proposals on the net, I was
not satisfied enough with what I saw
because I was looking for an African
particularity to see, even a design specific
to an African people by the furniture and
the colors...
This is how i begin proposed an interior
design specific to an African people
inspired by contemporary fittings.
I really could not speak of difficulty
because I am still a student but my biggest
difficulty was the orientation and the lack of
resource needed to design what was going
through my mind that was overcome in to
leave.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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J.P: For you, what are the current trends in decoration?

E.Y: The current trends in decoration are multiple but among them I
could notice the enhancement of furniture, the use of colors such as
yellow and blue, the use and enhancement of the wood material, the
recycling of objects to make an original work, the use of patterns as
mural color and the use of more and more plants natural .
I follow a multitude of architects for their work for exemple :
Studio Mk27 by Marcio Kogan for the optimization of the space in order to create
a space of absolute relaxation;
Bolé road textiles for the use of fabric from Ethiopia to decorate
the furniture
Mlondolozi Hempe for its originality in decoration
Ilse Crawford for his passion for well-being and the use of space.
First of all thanks to #TAA for the opportunity it gives me, for believing in me and for
the help that he brings me to the daily newspapers
My advice for every student who would like to do this job.
I can only tell them do not hesitate to get closer to #TAA because with them i learn
every day and I can express my talent thanks to them, with them it's the
supervision and preparation of the future architects that we will be.
Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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EASY SOFTWARE
FOR BEGINNER
Twinmotion
Twinmotion is an
incredible real-time 3D
modeling and rendering
software that produces
high quality standard or
360° VR images,
panoramas and videos.
Developed for architecture, construction,
urban planning and landscaping
professionals,
Twinmotion combines an intuitive iconbased interface with the power of Epic
Games' Unreal Engine.

Render with twinmotion 2022.1
by Joia Preciosa

Google Sketchup

TWINMOTION
2022.1

Google Sketchup is an
easy-to-use 3D modeling
software. It has a library
of 3d and 2d models that
can be downloaded.
Model databases are
created by the user.
Lot of plugins are also available to expand
the capabilities of google Skethup.
Ideal to start modelling.
The free version of sketchup allows you to
start modeling and is enough to establish
certain modeling projects without going
through the paid version. A real advantage.

By Joia Preciosa

Twinmotion is a complete software for Architects, Interior Designers,
Developers, Landscapers and more...
The world of architecture has a software allowing incredible
photorealistic rendering, realistic videos and breathtaking landscapes.
Twinmotion is the essential software for all those who wish to present
their urban or landscaping project in a realistic and lively environment.

Twilight

Propose complete projects down to the smallest detail. Projects of all
types
such as nuclear power stations, bus stations, train stations, shopping
centers and many more…)
Twinmotion offers total, realistic and real-time immersion in all types of
projects.
All models are animated, trees and grass react to the wind, adapt to the
seasons, waves come alive, people come alive in real time (talk, move
etc...)

Twilight Rendering Software is a plugin for
Trimble SketchUp that lets you render
photorealistic images.
This software integrates perfectly into the
Sketchup interface.
Two versions are available the paid version
professional and the free version HOBBY.

Twinmotion offers almost unlimited possibilities and brings your most
daring projects to life.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice

Twinmotion2022.1 Presentation
https://youtu.be/Mu164qee1cQ
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Tiebele village
EARTHEN CONSTRUCTION
TIEBELÈ, THE VILLAGE WITH HAND-PAINTED MUD HOUSES
Redactor : Joia Preciosa

In the southwestern part of Burkina Faso, in
West Africa, near the Ghanaian border, there
is a small circular village of about 1.2 hectares,
called Tiebele.
Tiébélé is known for its amazing traditional
Gourounsi architecture and the richly
decorated walls of its houses. It is inhabited by
inhabitants of Kassena, who first colonized the
region in the 15th century, the oldest ethnic
group in Burkina Faso.

CIRCULAR VILLAGE OF
ABOUT 1.2 HECTARE
The main purpose of Tiébélé's highly
sophisticated architectural buildings is to
protect residents from enemies and the hot
climate. In the past, tribal wars were not
uncommon in this region, so people began to
build houses, surrounded by walls, with a single
entrance to the courtyard. The doors of each
house are small with an additional barrier to
inside, this allows them to stay inside the
houses to see their enemies without their
enemies being able to see them.
Kassena is an amazing example of people using
their natural resources to express their rich
culture. They decorate their homes by painting
intricate patterns on the exterior walls of their
homes, using colored mud and chalk.
The patterns are painted with local minerals
and illustrate everything from everyday objects
to traditional beliefs.

Page 17

The murals in the village of Tiébélé have
a very rich symbolism.
Women crush stones of different colors
to mix them with water and clay to use as
paint.
The colors used are black, white and red,
made from local natural materials such as
clay, kaolin and coal. after painting, a
varnish is used to extend the life of the
paints. However, because of the rainy
season, after a few years, the decorations
disappear, so that women generally
renovate the exterior of houses every
four years.
The paintings are generally made after
the harvest, between February and
March.
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Tiebele village
EARTHEN CONSTRUCTION
TIEBELÈ, THE VILLAGE WITH HAND-PAINTED MUD HOUSES
Redactor : Joia Preciosa

Construction is done with abundant resources
found on the site which can be reapplied
endlessly. After building a house, the person
who will live there first waits two days, and if
a lizard enters the house, it is considered a
good house, if not, the house will be
considered bad and it will be destroyed.
Traditionally, square houses are intended for
families, eight-shaped houses for the elderly
and round houses for singles Houses must be
well protected, especially the houses of
children and the elderly, which are not able to
defend itself.
Each drawing has its own meaning, most often:
friendship, strength of love, wisdom, fertility,
life after death, reincarnation ...
For example, the snake and the crocodile are
sacred animals that repel bad luck, disease and
are a sign of protection.
The stars and the moon are signs of peace and
hope.
Many Kassena still practice animism as their
main religion.
They believe that everything has a soul, even
animals, plants and objects.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
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Redactor : Joia Preciosa
Photography : Mateusz dach

What is a Lifestyle Architect?
Let's start by defining the two words separately.
By definition, the word architect designates the

Never give up!

designer, the project manager who builds buildings of
all kinds, and directs their execution.
In a closer definition, it is also the manufacturer or the
creator of anything.
LifeStyle means it's the way you organize your life,
the good and bad habits you have on a daily basis, the
tastes and decisions you make will all define your
lifestyle.
In this case, the lifestyle architect is someone who
takes full responsibility for their situation in life and
understands that we are all creators of our own lives.
The Lifestyle Architect literally designs and translates
the life he wants.
He is the architect of his life and creates his own trend
and directs his life with a master hand.
What you think does not remain just thoughts.
Procrastination is a word you don't know.
Your thoughts become your words.
Your words become your actions.
Your actions become your habits, and your habits
become your reality.
All thoughts become an act and then a reality.
You undertake and accompany each of your projects
until the end.
Just the satisfaction, no regrets because you did it and
if it does not work you can tell yourself that you have
exploited this project at its end and there are
therefore no regrets.
And you, are you a lifestyle architect?

Any content may not be copied without approval or
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
AND TALENTS
CONTACT
Thank you !
We would like to thank you to all the members of the #TAA
group for their loyalty and their investment in #TAA, the
BUILDACE Magazine for its support, the Real African
Architecture Facebook page for their support given to #TAA
since the beginning, Yoel Kime Mukena Mukalay who is present
since the beginning of the adventure and sharing magnificent
publication, Musanton Musa for his permanent support and
help, Mudassir Hameed alias M-Architect for its support .
Thank you to Linda Azogni, EWOUKEM NDE Ydriss-Junior and
ABEDNEGO ABBEY for accepting the interview.
Photography :Ravenna

EWOUKEM NDE Ydriss-Junior

LINDA AZOGNI

ABEDNEGO ABBEY

CONTACT

CONTACT

CONTACT

Email : ydrissnde@yahoo.com

France: +336 18 47 46 91

Phone Number +233268986363

Tel : +237 659 003 880/ +237 680 256 811;

Cameroun: +237 695 37 29 95

Email: abbey.abed@gmail.com

Facebook : Enyj studio

Côte d’Ivoire +225 07 98 65 03 69

Facebook username: El Aquitecto,

Instagram: Archdesign237

E-mail : info@conceptlindadeco.fr

Instagram @Abbeyabed

LinkedIn: Enyj studio

Page Facebook Concept Linda Deco:

TikTok: @enyjstudio237

https://www.facebook.com/lindatsapbaze/

YouTube: New vision Architecture

YouTube Concept Linda Deco:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUhztc
FAnit69_hwtPTbqgw
Instagram: Concept Linda Deco
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https://www.instagram.com/concept_linda_d
eco/channel/
Site internet Concept Linda Deco:
https://www.conceptlindadeco.fr
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